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PR OF IL E  
 

UX/UI Designer with direct experience in a wide variety of projects. My professional endeavors have equipped me with experience in 

every stage of Product Design from requirements through completion. My management and initiative skills have been exercised further 

working for tech startups as well as doing design consulting. My goal is to help make technology more accessible by becoming an  

established leader who uses innovation and passion to push product design to its next evolution. 
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LEAD UX / UI DESIGN - MAZLO (Finance) 

Designed a mobile app that promotes and encourages people to manage their finances in a fun and enjoyable setting.  Mazlo is a financial wellness 

app that recognizes the need to include the emotional satisfaction of the user in terms of value for money.  The app is created for individuals of any 

tech capacity who prefer to conduct their financial affairs in an engaging and ready to go environment with the main objective of having a happier 

and healthier relationship with money. The   straightforward interface is thoughtfully conceptualized for gesture based controls and the intuitive de-

sign allows anyone to handle their finances conveniently at any given time and place. 
 

LEAD UX / UI DESIGN - SGI (Education) 

Drafted and delivered intuitive and user-centered solutions by establishing simplistic and practical system flows for the member portal. Updated  

client’s virtual bookstore and provided the media assets plus post production enhancements which include image enhancement and image resizing. 

Made the necessary resolution adjustments on all the images to ensure that the webpage loads faster, and tested the user interface elements such as 

CTAs, banners, page layouts, page designs, page flows, and target links for landing pages. A comprehensive user journey was fully implemented to 

achieve a seamless user experience. 

 

LEAD UX / UI DESIGN - REFERHUB (Health-tech, Healthcare, Telemedicine) 

Conceptualized and developed a comprehensive UI/UX design strategy for all the digital platforms of a dental referral client. Produced high quality 

UX design solution through wireframes, visual and graphic designs, flow diagrams, storyboards, site maps, and prototypes. Combined UX thinking 

with design execution, to produce usable and intuitive user interfaces. Worked with brand guidelines to create layouts that reinforced the brand’s 

style or voice through its visual touchpoints. Provide marketing materials and all other digital assets for the client. 
 

LEAD UX / UI DESIGN - WILDWOOD (Social Media, Media) 

Planned and implemented all aspects of web design and branding for both web and mobile applications for Wildwood’s newly added facilities in 

Topanga Canyon. Optimized designs with user-centered design principles that focused on end-user demographics, consistency, effortless  

navigation, and an error-free experience on all available user platforms. Tasked to launch event listings to create hype for the brand to promote the 

client’s latest additions. Captured intriguing visuals for online and offline use that apply human centered branding to achieve a brand driven strategy 

for maximal market audience acquisition. 
 

SENIOR UX DESIGNER – N3TWORK INC  

Led the UX design for a new title from concept to shipping. Collaborated closely with leaders in other functions to ensure problems were solved.  

Positively impacted the high-level product strategy from inception to launch. Acted as a champion for the customer, always finding ways to balance 

business goals without sacrificing their needs, motivations, and values. Executed on all phases of the design process-strategy, research, concepts,  

design, implementation, and success metrics. Created wireframes, mockups, user flows, and prototypes to communicate design solutions.  Evolved 

and established visual design system for user interface. Developed and maintained specs, assets, documentation to support implementation and 

shared understanding across the team. Worked in close collaboration with other members of the Product Design team to inform and improve  

company-wide design processes and practices. 
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LEAD DESIGN - TAPE (Social Media, Media) 

Setting up processes for planning, prioritizing, and scheduling of releases. Leading concept sessions   which leverage onto-
logical design principles and ethnographic research. Translating user insights into concepts, personas, user journeys, story-
boards, system maps user flows, wireframes, visual design comps, and prototypes. Collaborating daily with multi-disciplinary 
teams including    product managers, engineers, marketers and content strategists.      

 

DE S IG NE R  - ZIGGO VODAFONE (Telecommunications) 

Communicated ideas conceptually based on user-centered design rationale. Met with team leads to present work in order 
to create successful vertical solutions. Delivered a hearty client facing dashboard which won the contracting team further 
contracts. 

 

L E AD UX / UI DE S IG N - SNAPMD (Health-tech, Healthcare, Telemedicine) 
WebIMobile application design for specific elements of the SnapMD offer. Wireframing, prototyping and designing new 
flows. Organization of common elements for faster design cycles. Meeting with clients and other leads to present my teams 
findings and solutions. 

 

L E AD   DE S IG N - KULCARE ( Health-tech, Healthcare, Telemedicine) 
In charge of all aspects of design from product design to branding & concept for web and mobile. In charge of 2 other de-
signers on the project. This is a high growth startup with a lot of change to the business model, product, team, and user 
base. I created multiple processes to incorporate smooth transitions for its growth. 

 
FOUNDE R  / L EA D DE S IG N - SIGHT BIRD (Travel, Social) 
Airbnb meets Uber for travel. Allows tourists to connect with locals to get the most authentic experience while traveling. Cre-
ated low and high fidelity wireframes which were market tested and finally made into complete designs following a proven 
flow. Used my interpersonal skills to meet with potential investors, used my problem solving skills to create a business plan 
that would work for specific goals. Successfully obtained 100K angel investment. 

 

 

 

 

S O F T WA R E      S K IL L S  
  

 

Sketch 

Invision 

Adobe XD 

Photoshop   

 Illustrator  

After Effects 

 
Indesign       

Skala 

Balsamic    

Figma 

Azure 

Zeplin 

 
Rapid Prototyping 

Responsive Web Design 

   User Research  

   Personas User Testing 

Wire-framing  

Basic HTML & CSS
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